THE FRAME

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

• Art Mode with Art Store¹
• 100% Color Volume with Quantum Dot²
• Customizable frame
• No Gap Wall Mount included
• Quantum Processor 4K

SIZE CLASS

QN65LS03R QN55LS03R QN49LS03R QN43LS03R

4K ULTRA HIGH DEFINITION

TV WHEN IT’S ON. ART WHEN IT’S OFF.
The Frame is as much a work of art as it is a TV. With revolutionary Art Mode and the power of QLED TV, The Frame transforms from TV to beautiful, lifelike art that fits seamlessly into your home and décor.

KEY FEATURES

PICTURE QUALITY
• 100% Color Volume with Quantum Dot²
• Quantum Processor 4K
• Quantum HDR 4X³
• Dynamic Crystal Color™
• Essential Contrast Plus
• MR 240¹
• 4K UHD
• UHD Engine™
• Décor Mode Picture Engine
• Brightness and Motion Sensor
• One Invisible Connection™
• One Connect Box™
• Ultrawide Viewing Angle

SMART TV WITH BIXBY VOICE
• Universal Browse & Play
• Samsung Connect & Share
• Samsung OneRemote
• Smart Assistant

THE FRAME SERVICE
• Art Mode
• Art Mode Slide Show
• Samsung Collection
• My Collection
• Art Store³

CONNECTION
• 4 HDMI Connections⁶
• 3 USB Connections
• 802.11AC Built-In Wi-Fi
• Ethernet (LAN)
• IP Control⁷
• Bluetooth® LE
• Ex-Link (RS232)

AUDIO
• Dolby® Digital Plus
• 40 Watt 2.2 Channel— 65” & 55”
• 20 Watt 2.2 Channel— 49” & 43”

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES & CONTENT
• Samsung OneRemote (TM-1950A) White
• No Gap Wall Mount (WMN-M15EB)
• Samsung Collection Embedded Content
• One Connect Box

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Optional Brown/Beige/White/Black Frames
• Optional Studio Stand
• Optional 15m Extended Cable
• Optional 5m In-Wall Rated Cable

INDUSTRY CERTIFICATIONS
• 4K Ultra HD Connected

THE FRAME

SAMSUNG

SEE BACK FOR DETAILS
PICTURE QUALITY

100% Color Volume with Quantum Dot®
Over a billion shades of brilliant color—powered by Quantum Dots—deliver our most realistic picture.

Quantum Processor 4K
An intelligently powered processor instantly upscales content for sharp detail and refined color.

Quantum HDR 4X³
Shades of color and detail leap off the screen in dark and bright scenes.

Dynamic Crystal Color
Millions of shades of color reveal a vibrant, lifelike picture that HDTV can’t create.⁸

Essential Contrast Plus
Enjoy subtle details hidden in the shadows of color and darkness with precise lighting that reveals a lifelike picture.

Motion Rate 240
Enjoy smooth, crisp action even in the fastest scenes.⁴

4K UHD
See what you’ve been missing on a crisp, clear picture that’s 4X the resolution of Full HD.

UHD Engine™
A powerful processor optimizes your content for 4K picture quality.

Décor Mode Picture Engine
Optimizes the picture in TV mode, and in Art Mode, it adapts the image on the screen with room light conditions to more closely resemble a work of art.

HDR Formats Supported
HDR10 (Static MetaData), HDR10+ (Dynamic MetaData), HLG (Hybrid Log Gamma). All Samsung 4K UHD TVs also meet the CTA HDR-Compatible Definition.

THE FRAME SERVICE

Art Mode
The Frame transforms into a beautiful work of art when you’re not watching TV. Activate the built-in motion sensor so whenever you walk into the room, your TV displays one of your favorite selections.

Art Mode Slide Show
Program The Frame to display a fresh image as often as you like.

Samsung Collection
The Frame includes a gallery of professionally curated art, with one hundred pieces from ten different genres.

My Collection
My Collection is an easy way to create your own personal collection, storing all your favorite works of art in one place with up to 2GB of storage space.

Art Store
Buy individual pieces or subscribe to an ever-increasing library of established and emerging artists’ work.¹

SMART FEATURES

Quad-Core Processor
Enjoy a fluid browsing experience and faster control—switching between apps, streaming content and other media effortlessly:⁹

Smart Apps
Put your favorite media and entertainment at your fingertips with apps built for your Samsung Smart TV—including streaming TV and movies, sports, social media, interactive games, weather and more.¹⁰

Full Web Browser
Easily browse the web right on your TV—enjoy everything from online shopping and social media to entertainment news.¹⁰

SMART TV WITH BIXBY VOICE

Control your TV with just your voice.¹¹

Universal Browse
A revolutionary new way to help find streaming and live TV shows with a universal guide.

Connect & Share
Sync your TV to your compatible smartphone to access and control your content on the big screen.

Samsung OneRemote
The sleek and slim OneRemote automatically detects and controls all compatible connected devices and content.

THE FRAME 4K ULTRA HIGH DEFINITION

S:8.25”
T:8.5”
B:8.75”
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THE FRAME SERVICE
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SMART CONNECTIVITY

Connect & Share
Sync your TV to your compatible smartphone to access and control your content on the big screen.

Screen Mirroring
Mirror your phone or other compatible device’s screen onto the TV’s screen, instead of using your device’s smaller screen to show content, media playback or other functions.

ConnectShare™ Movie
Plug your favorite entertainment and media into your TV—watch videos, play music or view photos through a USB connection.

Connections

One Invisible Connection™ & No Gap Wall Mount
Your TV hangs flush to the wall, while a single, slim cable connects everything.12

HDMI®
Enjoy higher-quality audio and video with an HDMI connection that transmits both signals over a single cable. Compatible with next generation Ultra HD Blu-ray players and HDR content decoding. Includes 1 Audio Return Channel (ARC).

Wi-Fi
Enjoy your favorite on-demand content seamlessly through your existing network with built-in Wi-Fi (802.11AC).

Audio

Dolby® Digital Plus
Enjoy the ultimate digital sound quality on all your favorite movies, TV shows and streaming content. Dolby Digital Plus optimizes your entertainment experience with enhanced sound richness and clarity.

Included Accessories

Samsung OneRemote (TM-1950A) White
One Connect Box™
One Invisible Connection™ Cable 5m
No Gap Wall Mount (WMN-M15EB)

Industry Certification Logos

4K Ultra HD Connected
All Samsung 2019 4K UHD and QLED televisions comply with the CTA 4K Ultra High-Definition Connected definition requirements. The trade organization known as the Consumer Technology Association (CTA™) is considered an industry authority on engineering standards for consumer electronics in the United States. Visit www.cta.tech for more information.

Optional Accessories

Customizable Frame
Elevate your space and make The Frame your own by enhancing it with a frame in black, white, beige or walnut.13

Studio Stand
15m Extended Optical Cable
5m In-Wall Rated Cable

12A small gap between the wall and TV may occur if wall is not 100% flat or is constructed off-angle to the floor or if installed incorrectly.
13Walnut finish is simulated design.

©2019 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Samsung and Samsung SMART TV are both trademarks or registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. All other brand, product and service names and logos are marks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Screen images are simulated. Some devices may require internet access. Apps may vary by product model. 4K UHD launch timing may vary by provider. Selection of 4K UHD content subject to individual content provider availability. Only select titles are available in 4K UHD.
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MODELS

MODEL: QN65LS03R
ORDER CODE: QN65LS03RAFXZA

SCREEN SIZE CLASS: 65"
SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT: 64.5"
UPC CODE: 887276319537
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Mexico

DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):
- TV WITH STAND: 57.2 x 34.5 x 11.6
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 57.2 x 32.7 x 1.7
- SHIPPING: 63 x 37.9 x 8.6

WEIGHT (LB):
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 56.7
- TV WITH STAND: 58.4
- SHIPPING: 88.6

VESPA SUPPORT: Yes (400mm x 400mm)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
- REMOTE MODEL: Samsung OneRemote (TM-1950A) White
- NO GAP WALL MOUNT: WMN-M15EB
- OPTIONAL STAND SUPPORT: Studio Stand
- ONE CONNECT BOX (WxHxD) (inch): 15.4 x 2.6 x 5.1
- OCB FIBER OPTICAL CABLE LENGTH: 5m (16.4 ft)

MODEL: QN55LS03R
ORDER CODE: QN55LS03RAFXZA

SCREEN SIZE CLASS: 55"
SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT: 54.6"
UPC CODE: 887276319520
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Mexico

DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):
- TV WITH STAND: 48.6 x 29.6 x 7.9
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 48.6 x 27.9 x 1.7
- SHIPPING: 54 x 33.4 x 9.3

WEIGHT (LB):
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 41
- TV WITH STAND: 42.1
- SHIPPING: 68.3

VESPA SUPPORT: Yes (400mm x 400mm)

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:
- REMOTE MODEL: Samsung OneRemote (TM-1950A) White
- NO GAP WALL MOUNT: WMN-M15EB
- OPTIONAL STAND SUPPORT: Studio Stand
- ONE CONNECT BOX (WxHxD) (inch): 15.4 x 2.6 x 5.1
- OCB FIBER OPTICAL CABLE LENGTH: 5m (16.4 ft)

SAMSUNG
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#### MODELS

**MODEL:** QN49LS03R  
**ORDER CODE:** QN49LS03RAFX2A  
**SCREEN SIZE CLASS:** 49"  
**SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT:** 48.5"  
**UPC CODE:** 887276319513  
**COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:** Mexico  
**DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):**  
- TV WITH STAND: 43.3 x 26.5 x 7.9  
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 43.3 x 24.8 x 1.8  
- SHIPPING: 49.1 x 30.4 x 9.3  
**WEIGHT (LB):**  
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 30.4  
- TV WITH STAND: 31.5  
- SHIPPING: 54.2  
**VESPA SUPPORT:** Yes (200mm x 200mm)  
**ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:**  
- REMOTE MODEL: Samsung OneRemote (TM-1950A) White  
- NO GAP WALL MOUNT: WMN-M15EB  
- OPTIONAL STAND SUPPORT: Studio Stand  
- ONE CONNECT BOX (WxHxD) (inch): 15.4 x 2.6 x 5.1  
- OCB FIBER OPTICAL CABLE LENGTH: 5m (16.4 ft)

**MODEL:** QN43LS03R  
**ORDER CODE:** QN43LS03RAFX2A  
**SCREEN SIZE CLASS:** 43"  
**SCREEN DIAGONAL MEASUREMENT:** 42.5"  
**UPC CODE:** 887276319506  
**COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:** Mexico  
**DIMENSIONS (INCHES W x H x D):**  
- TV WITH STAND: 38.1 x 23.6 x 7.9  
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 38.1 x 21.9 x 1.7  
- SHIPPING: 43.3 x 27.3 x 9.3  
**WEIGHT (LB):**  
- TV WITHOUT STAND: 25.4  
- TV WITH STAND: 26.5  
- SHIPPING: 48.9  
**VESPA SUPPORT:** Yes (200mm x 200mm)  
**ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN BOX:**  
- REMOTE MODEL: Samsung OneRemote (TM-1950A) White  
- NO GAP WALL MOUNT: WMN-M15EB  
- OPTIONAL STAND SUPPORT: Studio Stand  
- ONE CONNECT BOX (WxHxD) (inch): 15.4 x 2.6 x 5.1  
- OCB FIBER OPTICAL CABLE LENGTH: 5m (16.4 ft)
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